
Miscellaneous Posts by Eohater and Infinity – Part 2

Post 4420 – Discussion between EO and Infinity on a target.

Originally Posted by eohater 
We all are learning! I've taken more off myself at 4285

She broke out, now she should test the bottom of the channel. Should it hold, I will be adding 
more soldiers into battle.

Nice bro! I am thinking about the base of the tl as possible target...(Note to file: this TL did 
eventually get hit see post 4752)

I can see that as well, but notice how the current workin h4 hasn't gone lower than the prior closed 
h4. I also have a trendling right where the last h4 candle closed at.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2633142#post2633142


Posts  4463 4521 4570 – Channel analysis

Middle of the green channel to hold, top of the downward channel to hold, upward we will go!



Still in the green channel, still in the red channel. Price moved down the wick of the hammer. I 
added at 4291. Now, move you little doggie!

I feel like I've stepped in a pile of shit, cause this trade stinks! 
I don't like it either, but I'm still in the damn thing. Still contemplating the loss.

All soldiers have returned to home with some green pippage, a whopping +4 .

Post  4685 – Trades early Monday GMT – doji and 35/50 maybe setting up

Ok guys, to the h1. Notice we have matching highs and a hangman. Also, look at the 15m. We 
took the long dojis (2) up to the 35sma. I'm not ruling out a cross over the 35/50 and close. Should 
we get this, I will take that short as well.



Post 4806 – Infinity H4 long trade from Channel bottom and PPA

Originally Posted by eohater 
Good morning everyone! I trust everyone has had some nice trades so far. I've had a very good 
start to the week. I'm currently short again from 4200, I've taken 50 off and covered the rest. I  
can see 4020 today.

Hey bro! I took that same short not too long ago but closed at 4150 and I decided to try a long at 
44... I did this because we are still inside the channel... I took some profit at 70 and covered..

If we break out of the channel... I agree we should see 4020-4050 before too long...

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2637647#post2637647


Post 5307 – Example of entry and stop loss on pin and 35 50 cross

Originally Posted by eohater 
Same here bro! I did take a long position at 4332.

Chart for everyone to understand why I took my position.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2644106#post2644106


Post 5421 - 

h1 bottom trendline coincides with the 50sma

Post 6315 – Infinity – Trade what you see!

Originally Posted by daffy 
hmm, do you not think that looks like dark cloud cover on the daily?

A few clouds in the sky, but not overcast....

Here is my daily at the close... 

closed above the trendline and above the 5sma...

Trade what YOU see though...this is what I see...

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2654462#post2654462


Post 6322 and 6324

Entered short at 4703 based on m15 hangman at the 21ema..

I already took some profit at 79 as I have a tl there...

Post 6332 – Looking for a right shoulder

What do you think? We finding a bottom on the right shoulder here at 4640 for some more 
upward movement to the top of the right shoulder?



Post 6464 (a day later – refer to post 6332 above)

Something to remember.

Post – 6334 - Infinity – Hangman trade at 21 EMA



Post 6577 6592 – Infinity – Possible Inverted shampoo identified beforehead came to pass

 

Originally Posted by rt4x 
good morning Infinity and all...can you please post what you saw as inverted shampoo on 15m 
(if possible)....i don't see it...but would like to...and recognize them when they happen...thanks in 
advance 

This is what I anticipated and was looking for...

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2658412#post2658412


I took some profit at 4740 and still in and covered...

This is what happened.......

6733 – Chart Analysis

Picture is worth a thousand words



Post 7239 – Infinity – H4 Range with previous pin

Originally Posted by eohater 
I don't have a problem playing it at all! We might be getting a hangman on the 15m. Tight SL 
on the other side of 4780 or even a reverse and close with that SL might be in order.

Watching for it bro!... 

Here's also the h4 showing the range and also a pin at the top of the range which should be 
watched...

Post 7331 – Infinity – In and out waiting for break of line

Originally Posted by eohater 
Brother Infinity! What you got right now? Or are you on the 
sides?

Hey bro! I just went out for a minute... I am just in and out from the highs for a few pips each 
time... Watching if we make a higher high or break this line...

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2665742#post2665742
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2666271#post2666271


Post  8085 8089– Infinity - Inverted Hangman Examples

Originally Posted by FOURX 
Hey Ken, Infinity!

Can you shed any light on inverted hangman candles?

thanks

here are two examples...

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2673228#post2673228


Originally Posted by FOURX 
Thanks Ken / Infinity

That is exactly the point i was refering to, whether it will continue or reverse is not  
clear.

Will look for other confirmation.

You're welcome Fourx but remember, as with any other pattern or signal, you use stops with it as 
anything can happen, and often does...

Post 8190 – H4 Inverted hangman  - buyers coming back go to M15 for entry

Here's the h4 that closed 2 1/2 hours ago showing the inverted hangman. Not that shorts were no 
longer in play, but at this point, we need to be aware that buyers are coming into the market and 
use our 15m chart to find our entry. The hammer on the 15m gave the entry. Clean, no draw down. 
This is not to say that shorts are not still in play because they are. I'm long and short and green on 
both. I've taken 25 off my long and keeping it covered at +3 and my short is covered at +3. No 
way to lose!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2673264#post2673264


Post   8370 – This is what I've been up to....

Post 8647 – H4 Inverted Hammer not played out yet.

Post 8969 – TL keeps EO short



Originally Posted by Turtle 
Went short @ 4593, using that PB off the 1HR @ 4606 as my guide...took profit and 
covered.

Would not rule out that test of the 1HR 62ema.

HOLLA 

Good job bro!

Let's not forget this red trendline on the h1. It's held and this is why I'm still in the short 
bus.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2683917#post2683917


Post 9310 – 35/50 cross

Originally Posted by eohater 
Morning guys! That was one hell of a drop this morning. I didn't expect that much when I 
entered on the 35/50 cross and reverse. I hope everyone got a piece of it. I'm still marching 
south with SL at 4500.

Sure bro, it wasn't a typical 35/50 cross and reverse. Notice the steep trendline from her march 
north. She broke it and bounced off the 35, marched back up to the backside of the trendline then 
fell.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2687103#post2687103


Post 10238 – Infinity - Short off break and retest of TL

Hey guys.... I have been very busy today... I only got in one trade and that was short off this tl.... 
This looks like there is more bear to come too... lets see how it goes.....



Post 10269 – Infinity later that day – Longs from PPA(from previous chart)

Hey guys,

I was long earlier from 4524 and closed most at 4630.. I still have a small position on with stop at 
+50...

The daily is starting to look bullish... close will be interesting...

Post 21517 – Lots sizes, emotions and increasing lot sizes

Originally Posted by lexazver 
just out of interest whats the success rate of those trades? by the way if i remember correctly in 
december you were moving to 6 or 8 lots, have you gone much further? is it more pressure?

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2936268#post2936268


I'm not sure what the success of those trades are. I don't keep track. I have passed the 8 lots went 
to 10 and had an emotional issue with it, so I went up to 12 and that's taken away from the 
emotions. I don't know why, for some reason I was pulling out too soon and SL's too tight. I don't 
always go with a full 12. I have a set percentage I'm willing to risk on each trade, so depending 
upon where my SL needs to be, helps me determine how many lots I'm putting on. I think the 
round number 10 had me freaked out for some odd reason. This time last year I had just moved up 
to 5 lots. Amazing how things progress over a year's time.

Post 21498 – Developing the method

Originally Posted by KENNETH lEE 
I agree whole heartlly .. Plus for most of us we are sitting in a room alone staring at a glowing 
screen.. And without people like EO and Infinty and many more. Can you even imagine the 
learning curve .. Think how long if ever would it take for someone to even develop all these 
different startegies on their own.. Sorry I just can't help but give thanks enough for people 
willing to put up with the endless questions and maintain their own trades.. 

I post all the stuff that I do for myself as much or more for everyone else. I am far from the 
successfull...

There's been alot of screen time put in to make this system what it is. Going over prior charts, 
understand PA, understanding S/R, understanding MM/RR. All the goods. I cannot and will not 
take credit alone for this system. I owe my twin brother Infinity. He's the master I look up to 
incase anyone would like to know, without him and I coming together, I'd still be doing 1 -2 trades 
per day bringing in 200-500 pips per week. We've put alot of prior tests and combined knowledge 
together to make this system strong and stable.

Post 21492 – Zinger trades

I have about 3 zinger trades per week I'll post near the end of the US Session that have the 
potential of 100+ pips with very little draw down. Today, I'll be looking for a long zinger, but I'm 
not having much faith right now because of where price is in correlation to the m15 35. However, 
a prezinger thought would be for once our daily candle closes to take a long position with SL just 
below the wick of todays daily candle and target about 20 pips lower than yesterdays lower wick. 
This would provide the confirmation of the downtrend reversal and the traders who wait for PA 
confirmation before jumping into the market. This would mean we could see a price of around 
6880-6940 where a shitload of sellers will be waiting to jump on the bus because they missed the 
initial drop.
__________________

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2936152#post2936152


Post 21534 – Wait for the candle to close

Originally Posted by lexazver 
funny how 15min candle look bullish and then 40 seconds later bearish 

PRIME EXAMPLE HERE. We cannot trade the working candles, only the prior closed candles. 
Working candles will show one flight and then change in a blink of an eye before you know what 
happened. I've seen h1 pin/hammers that had 15m left in formation complete to be a bearish 
candle and continue on. Traders start getting edgy when they see the h1 pin/hammer and feel like 
they're going to miss their seat, so they jump 15m early thinking they got on ahead of others, 
when after they get on their sitting their and realize the bus is empty and everyone else got on the 
other one.

So, we go to our lower TF, m15 and see what price is doing and why. If the h1 does close like a 
pin/hammer, can we get in on a little pullback or should we just go ahead and claim our seat now.

This is how you put all the TF together. Same goes with h4 and the m15 candles.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2936377#post2936377


Post 21895 and – A weekly chart analysis

Originally Posted by eohater 
I'm going to make one post right now and I'll be back in a couple of hours to make some more 
posts. Here's my weekly, nice big ass pin we got isn't it? Everyone is ready to short it and run 
for 1.35 all over again, but are they? I'll be back later to elaborate and I'd love to hear some 
input before I get back on everyone's thoughts. One thing about this chart, I've only adjusted 
one S/R since 3 weeks ago and that's the top resistance.

There were some good responses to this and I thank you. Sorry I ddin't get back on to get more 
charts posted, but let me explain what I was looking at when I was looking at the past weekly 
closed candle. I was looking for price to open this week and at very least test the price of last 
weeks opening price which was at 1.6722 and then pull back off of it. This is the area I would 
have waited to enter short off of last weeks weekly candle. I did not get the chance to add to my 
short position because of other obligations but there were two very clear opportunites on the m15. 
The 658x-654x area is an area where I see buyers. We have htf high respected ma's lying in this 
area as well. But, if you go back to your previous worksheets, you will see another reason why 
this area is a key area. Will last weeks weekly closed candle be enough to push price beyond the 
658x-654x area, it could, but we need to go and remind ourselves of last months monthly closed 
candle. We closed out a bullish candle over the 38.2% retracement of the prices 2.116-1.3501 
which opens up the 50% retracement price.

Post 3998 & 4000 – Inverted Hangman – requires bigger stop

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2941078#post2941078


Originally Posted by Komissar 
EO, I also took a long based on 4H. Came back from lunch - and it's gone down the tubes. But  
it's history.

Question. Why did not you take short at 13:30 from 4570?
It looked like one of your setups on 15M: MAs are pointed "4pm" and GU down off 10ma?
Thanks

Originally Posted by eohater 
I took my position on the prior pa on the 15m and how the h4 closed (Inverted hangman).  
Remember what I've said in the past about inverted hangmen, they require a wider SL than a 
hangman on the top. I did get in premature which is why I didn't through all the soldiers on the 
field at once. I added once I came back, closed out for profit and back on the long team again 
with a lower price of 4520.

Originally Posted by Komissar 
Maybe I missed this warning about wider SL. 
Could you please remind me?

Actually, my SL was 50. According to you yours' was around 75. Right?

Never mind, I've got it.

See if this helps!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2628422#post2628422
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2628447#post2628447
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2628461#post2628461


Post 4123 – A visual for everyone



Post 4241 Shampoo on the H4

Post 4249 – Hangman Rules



Originally Posted by Komissar 
Yes, it would be good one.
May I summarize "Hangman Rules", and you correct me if I miss something?
- Better to buy/sell on short wick.
- SL is at short wick + 25, 50 for inverted one.
- First TP is the length of Long wick.

There you go! 

Post  4258, 4260,4261 4262 – Infinity countertrend trade

Originally Posted by Infinity 
I agree! I have a long on at 90 though for the time being...

If I was looking to long here to hold for a longer term trade, my stop would be below 4390 and 
my tp would be at least 4750 then higher

I took some profit at 4505 and set my stop to be... will do it again if pa says so...

Took more profit at 15

4550 is what I am looking for with this trade but I am going against the short term trend thus I 
covered my position and took profit at minor resistance areas...

Post  4304 – Infinity - H4 falling three candles play

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2630717#post2630717
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2630757#post2630757


I agree...

Another play I am looking at which makes me feel better about the long is this "falling three" 
play.... It does not work all the time but many times when we have three consecutive bear candles 
on the h4 it is followed by at least one bull candle...

In addition we have the support areas at 4430-4400..

Post 4414 – Scaling into a Hangman

The hangman on the h1 supports the movement short. Their not always 100% accurate, but it's a 
good setup. If you noticed, I let price drift up a little and got in at 4340. Price continued to drift to 
4352 I believe. So, yes, the ideal entry is the top of the prior h1 candle. So, here's how one should 
play it. Enter a 1/4 position on the opening of the new h1, add a 1/4 position on the top of the 
prior candle, then enter 1/2 position 20 pips higher with SL 15 pips higher than that. This is called 
scalling into your position. The pisser about this is when she doesn't go up and just falls from the 
opening price and you only have a 1/4 of your normal position on. But, hey, green is good.

(no chart)



Post 22613 22612  – H4 Floor not normally broken first time

The m15 35/50 cross is kick ass when we come off a high like we did, price came down, crossed, 
closed and went back. What we're wanting to see is if price can make another new high to 
continue it's trek. Same goes for when she comes off a new low and comes back to the m15 35/50 
crosses and closes. We would want to see price drive back to another new low. If we don't get 
either, then we start seeing the pressure of the other side pushing to win. The 666x area that price 
touched when we look at our h4, we can see why so many sellers jumped on that price. You don't 
need to look at any other chart for a reason. Let me know if you want me to post a chart.



Post 2276 – DBHLC Tweezers and second entry

Post 22947 – Infinity – 250 pip H1 Tweezer trade

Morning bro! Yeah ... I was stopped out of the original trade that I took but got in again at almost 
the same price with stop above the same tweezers... I just closed most of it at 4050...near the daily 
50ema.. this was what I was eyeing from last week...





Post – 23131 – S&R levels

Originally Posted by fourxtrader 
Please share the S/R level or MA's or Fibs or other reasons that
are your target points.
"1.6480 looks like good resistance on my charts.
If we break 1.6480/90 then I would be looking at 1.6530 as potential target."
"Next stop 653x, we clear there, then we're going to 662x"
"We might get a test of 648x, but she's still looking bullish across the board right now. If the 
648x holds, then we'll go back to the 653x...

Phew! I have a hard time explaining this. I just look at the charts and I see them. Here's an h4 
chart and what I'm seeing. I have a hard time verbalizing what I see when it comes to these levels. 
I hope the picture is enough

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2964458#post2964458


Post 23738 – Multiple trades in ranging area targeting wicks

Addition from EO:

Ken, don't just be stuck on the one way of going long on her. Notice how the PA on the m15 sent 
price up. Key way to play is to get in long after the bullish hammer, TP and reverse off the m15 
10 targeting the wick of the PA that sent it north to reverse your position there. You've turned the 
area into about 60 pips worth of profit. Most of the time, as I've discussed and you've shown on 
your charts, price will go back to where it came from to confirm it's movement. So we take the 
first long and TP off the m15 10 and reverse our position targeting the PA to reverse again and 
look to hold that position. We want to see price make higher highs when we get back in long for 
the hold position to cross the m15 35/50.



Post 23739 – Just need to get on the train once its moving and trading the US session

Excellent post Ken! Very heartfelt and I really want to see you succeed! You know the setups and 
you know the system very well, no you need to apply it like you said, to fit your personality.

Something that I think many traders in here are having a problem with is trying to pick a cherry 
seat at the top or bottom. This can be either in the range time on the m15 shooting for the breakout 
or after the breakout has occurred and tring too soon on pushing price in the other direction. I will 
tell everyone, picking a top or bottom with minimal draw down is challenging and not for 
everyone. You don't have to be on the train from the top or bottom, you just need to get on the 
train once it starts moving. I like what you've told your sister to trade away from the ma's. I think 
that's a key componet on the m15 to trade away from the ma's once the breakout has occurred and 
target the higher TF ma's for TP levels. If your trading this way and moving your SL with the 
trade and TP on appropriate levels, I think you'll see when it's starting to turn. The US Session is a 
great session to see it turn. Most of the time during the US Session, price will breakout of it's 
morning range, run to the higher TF ma's or S/R, pause, bounce off the m15 5/10, go back to near 
the level it came from and get sent back into the ma's. When we see this, we need to recognize 
that it's time for the turn and reverse our position when we take our final TP.

I don't expect everyone in here to bring in 1000+ pips per week. You don't need that many to be 
successful. You just need to be in the right trade when it's there. Cash is an excellent position to 
have at times. Many should probably not try and follow the positions we take because their 
getting in 10-20 pips after we have and we've already booked some profit and covered. Intraday 
trading is fast moving, but you don't need to be in every trade all the time. Only the trade that fits 
your requirements.

Keep up the hard work Ken! You deserve all the success that comes your way my friend!

Post 24310 – The problem most people have with the system

Originally Posted by 4fun 
Good for you I sat and watched but was 
chicken

That's the problem most people have with this system. You sit and watch price move 30-40 or 
even 200 pips and find yourself hesitant on pulling the trigger in the opposite direction. The 
setups work, I'm here to attest to them and many others that have over come their fear will do the 
same.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=2995198#post2995198


Post 24634 – DBLHC with stop loss

I want everyone to look at this chart and understand what I've highlighted. If your concerned that 
this setup does not work or your not sure where to put your SL, then set you SL 5 pips below the 
low of the setup. The setup consists of both candles. IDEALLY, I want the first candle to be the 
lowest, the second candle to not go lower than the first. After the 2nd candle has closed, I'm 
entering the position. You can pull the trigger about 1m-30sec before the 2nd candle closes 
without much add risk. After you've taken your position, set your SL and a partial TP, say 20-25 
pips, walk away and don't watch what happens over the next m15. If it's too much excitement, 
nerves or whatever, you've got to let the trade do what it's designed to do. Now, another part is the 
SL. I would rather take the 15-25pip loss, than set on a position for the next 3hrs for the hope and 
pray and the addition to the position, that I'm going to get out of the trade in atleast a BE position 
to prevent from having a loss at all. Look at how many pipps go past when your in this type of a 
trade. If your not setting your trade off of the h4 or higher, you better not be waiting to be in profit 
if your entering off the m15. Remember, we like to get in, get green, book profit, and repeat.



Post 24635 – Days range explanation on M15

Originally Posted by tdeu 
Hi EO,
can you post a chart for this one "the restest later in the day of the breakout bottom's price 
being two,"?
thanks
tdeu

Sure!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=3004973#post3004973


Post 24749 – Another DBHLC formation

Double High Lower Close, Here's a nice 
example:



Post 24876 – H4 DBHLC Tweezers Hangman and 50 EMA

I've been asked why I took the short at 6328 today in the middle of the US Session. Just a 
background, when we opened the markets on Sunday, I was talking with PippiNole and told him I 
could see price going to 6330 before making it's next move lower. I don't know if we'll continue 
lower or not than last weeks low at this point. Here's where I pulled the price from on my h4 
chart.

Post 25480 – A trade from PippiNole



I want to review a trade that I took on GU on Thurs. Sept 3. 2009. This is a trade that I know EO 
was in also and had a very good (2 pips better than me ) entry I believe. My entry was short at 
6408.

First I am going to lay the ground work for why I took the trade where I did and I believe it to be 
the same reasons EO did but I am in no way speaking for him.

On my daily chart (posted below) you will see a key trend line drawn that was one of the set ups 
for this particular trade. You should notice that price has broken down through this trend line and 
has retested the bottom of the TL. The area circled is the entry area for the trade. So one of the 
factors involved in my decision to take this trade was the retest of this daily TL.



Now lets look at what I might have on my 4hr chart that may give me a few more reasons to take 
this trade. As you will notice on the 4hr chart posted below I have a few horizontal S/R lines 
drawn. These lines are areas that I have drawn where price has interacted several times in the last 
couple of months either as support or resistance or both. You should also note a few trend lines, 
one of which was instrumental in taking this trade. This particular trend line is the same line you 
just saw on the daily chart posted above. Now take note of the S/R at 6401. Not only is this a big 
psychological number but having also notated it on my chart tells me without even having to look 
back as price is approaching this level that this particular big number has had a lot of activity 
around it. So S/R as well as the big number interacting with the retest of a daily trend line gives 
me 3 reasons to look to take the trade in the area area circled on the chart. 

But wait, there is one more reason on the 4hr chart that I haven't mentioned yet. Remember those 
crazy ma's that EO told us to put on on our charts that act as extremely reliable floating S/R. Wow 
look what lines up with the other 3 reasons for taking this trade. This would be the 150 ema. Now 
I have 4 possible reason for taking this trade and I haven't even looked at my 1hr or 15 min chart. 

Now you could have entered on a PO in this area or pounced on it if you were at your charts. If 
you wanted more conformation that price was going to turn in this area the 15 min. chart gave up 
a nice DBHLC (see chart below) that would have given you a later entry but still a partial 
Government Motors Truck full of pips.



Some people wonder how EO gets his magical entries at the top or bottom. Maybe his mystical 
powers come from a lot of hard work and study of his charts prior to pulling the trigger on a trade 
as in the example of the analysis in the trade I just discussed. 

These are the things that EO and Infinity have taught me over the last 6 months that have 
tremendously changed the flexibility of lifestyle for me and my family. Put in the time and effort 
to find these areas of confluence and you will be richly rewarded with the BIG ASS TRUCK full 
of pips. By the way this trade was good for 100 pips for me and the draw down was my spread 
and if you look back at the 4hr chart you may even discover why she bottomed out where she did.

Again I can't thank you EO and Infinity enough.


